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Executive Summary
Building a broader based economy
The 2019 Budget is the second budget of the new Medium Term Fiscal Strategy (MTFS) 2018-2022. It follows on
from the theme of ‘reviewing priorities, refocusing energies and reinforcing strengths’ in 2018, and demonstrates
progress in terms of the implementation of the MTFS. This Budget is a positive one, framed against a supportive
world economic environment and domestic economic conditions recovering from past difficulties while tempered
with an improved outlook due to inroads made into domestic fiscal and financing challenges.
The overall aim of the Government’s 110 Day/25 Point Plan (25PP) is to ensure sound macroeconomic and fiscal
management and to restore confidence and generate investment, and to achieve this through a multi-pronged and
strategic approach around improved governance, fiscal discipline, foreign exchange boosting, revenue growth and
a strengthened economic base.
This year’s theme reflects an increased level of private investor confidence and the stimulus of the domestic nonmining sectors. The 2019 Budget is aimed at ensuring a broad-based resilient economy that, as far as it is possible,
has future-proofed itself from the volatility that can be brought about by economic and environmental disruption.
Total revenue and grants are expected to increase to K14.27bn in 2019 from K13.4bn in the 2018 Supplementary
Budget estimates. Total expenditure is projected to be K16.14bn (up from the appropriated K15.3bn in the
Supplementary Budget). The budget deficit for 2019 is estimated at 2.1% of GDP or c.K1.87bn.
The GDP growth rate is expected to reach 4% in 2019, and between 2019 and 2023 the economy is expected to
grow by an annual compound rate of 5%. Inflation is expected to ease to 5.4% in 2019.
Revenue collections will be increased through a further increase in compliance efforts as well as the introduction
of new revenue measures including the broadening of the tax base. Whereas 76% of total revenue will come from
taxes, of interest in terms of non-tax revenue is the K1.2bn expected from state dividends and K751m from
statutory transfers.
The 2019 expenditure strategy focuses on allocative and expenditure efficiencies. The Government will focus on
adequately finding its five key expenditure programs around free tuition, free primary healthcare, infrastructure
projects, agriculture and SMEs. In terms of expenditure control it appears the 2018 Budget aim of introducing
greater financial controls over Government personnel expenditure (PE) spending has not eventuated. This has
resulted in a commitment to introduce reforms in 2019 to contain PE within the budget ceiling of K4.5bn. Other
areas with histories of overspending and possibly under budgeting, will also be addressed to ensure that future
capital expenditure funding is not required to be diverted again to fund inefficient operational expenditure.
The Government plans to fund the full 2019 budget deficit financing requirement from external sources and
complete their debt retirement plan in mid-2019. The 2019 Budget forecasts a 30.8% debt to GDP ratio and 2018
is expected to end up at 30.9%.
Of particular note this year is the Government’s success at raising its first US$500m (10 year) sovereign bond. It
is expected that this success will result in similar financing initiatives planned for 2019. In addition, the Government
has secured an additional US$600m direct budget support over three years from the Asian Development Bank
and the World Bank, and are looking at securing a US$300m low-cost 2019 Budget support loan from a commercial
bank.
One of the significant outcomes predicted by the Government is the elimination of the foreign exchange imbalance
no later than 2019. The Treasurer is of the view that this elimination is theoretically achievable by the end of 2018.
The 2019 Budget makes changes to tax rules around losses carried forward, tax thresholds and certain customs
and excise rates, which are discussed later in this bulletin. Changes foreshadowed for 2020 are the possible
introduction of capital gains tax, the implementation of a simplified tax regime for SMEs, a minimum tax on loss
making companies, a revision of the tax depreciation schedules and a turnover tax on mobile telecommunication
companies all of which are to undergo consultation reviews during 2019.
It is worth noting two specific areas impacting on the 2019 Budget and future years. The Government plans to
operationalise the Sovereign Wealth Fund after the appointment of the inaugural Board in 2019, while recognising
that it will not be fully operational until the required fund balances have been built up. In terms of APEC which
concludes this week on 18 November with the Leaders’ Summit, the expected economic benefits are expected to
be mainly in the areas of beneficial international trade and tax policies, as well as direct infrastructure development
support.
Has the Government remained on track in terms of its 25PP, and is the 2019 Budget a further step in the
achievement of its overall goal? With the Government confident of beginning 2019 on a very sound fiscal basis and
with financing in place to execute the 2019 Budget from day one, it appears so.
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Economic Assumptions
The Budget estimates are based on a range of assumptions including revenue collections, economic growth and
commodity prices. Volatility in economic fundamentals presents significant risks for a comparatively narrowly
based economy like PNG. Key assumptions underpinning the Budget are presented below.

Prices of main export commodities, CPI and Real GDP:
Agriculture (K/tonne)

2018S

2019P

2020P

2021P

2022P

2023P

Copra

2,302

2,341

2,354

2,358

2,358

2,358

Cocoa

7,546

7,235

7,349

7,349

7,349

7,349

Coffee

9,841

10,409

11,584

12,377

12,377

12,377

Palm Oil

1,951

1,987

1,987

1,987

1,987

1,987

Rubber

4,517

4,663

4,621

4,598

4,598

4,598

Tea

4,872

4,621

5,019

5,039

5,039

5,039

3,598

3,643

3,643

3,643

3,643

3,643

312

314

313

313

313

313

Gold (US$/oz)

1,261

1,218

1,255

1,257

1,343

1,382

Copper (US$/tonne)

6,476

6,200

6,270

6,220

6,318

6,318

Oil (US$/barrel)

68

68

65

64

60

59

LNG (US$/thousand cubic feet)

10

10

10

10

10

10

Condensate (US$/barrel)

68

68

65

64

60

59

Nickel (US$/tonne)

11,190

9,556

10,648

10,648

12,231

13,278

Cobalt (US$/tonne)

75,256

45,682

40,955

40,955

44,901

32,739

Copra Oil
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Logs (K/m )
Minerals

Consumer price index and Real GDP rate of growth
CPI - Year average (%)

5.6

5.4

5.5

5.0

4.5

4.3

GDP rate of growth - Real (%)

0.3

4.0

3.2

4.5

6.2

6.3

Country

Growth in real
GDP

CPI

2019P

2019P

Australia

3.0%

2.3%

New Zealand

2.8%

1.7%

Indonesia

5.3%

3.8%

Fiji

3.4%

3.2%

Solomon Islands

2.9%

1.6%

Source: Department of Treasury and various

Legend: P = Projected
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Revenue
Total Revenue and Grants
K (in millions)

2017A

2018S

2019P

2020P

2021P

2022P

2023P

Tax revenue

9,141

9,957

10,784

11,468

12,092

13,648

15,217

Taxes on Income, Profits and Capital Gains

5,317

5,692

6,247

6,601

7,153

8,105

9,095

11

10

-

-

-

-

-

3,255

3,542

3,774

4,066

4,098

4,664

5,302

558

712

763

802

841

879

820

Other revenue

943.8

2,419

2,539

2,231

2,212

2,267

2,268

Grants

1,440

1024.6

943

932

932

932

932

11,525

13,400

14,267

14,631

15,236

16,847

18,417

Taxes on Payroll and Workforces
Taxes on Goods and Services
Taxes on International Trade and Transactions

Total revenue
Source: Department of Treasury

Between 2014 and 2017 Government revenue declined year on year. The 2018 Budget went against trend by
initially forecasting a 15.9% increase to K12.73bn and adjusting this upwards to K13.4bn as part of the
Supplementary Budget. Continuing this change in direction is the 2019 revenue forecast of K14.27bn, an increase
of 6.5%.
Total Revenue and Grants for the 2019 Budget consists of tax revenue of K10.78bn, Other revenue of K2.54bn
and grants of K943m. At only 1.1% of GDP it is clear that, although welcome, Government is certainly not
dependent on grant funding the way it may have been in the past. The majority of grant funding is expected from
DFAT as in the past, with the United Nations and European Union contributions expected to reduce.
Tax revenue comprises 76% of the overall revenue budget and 12.2% of GDP. Within this category, taxes on
Income and Profits is estimated at K6.25bn, an increase of K555m over the 2018 Supplementary Budget. Personal
Income Taxes are expected to reduce by K100m to K2.95bn and therefore the majority of the increase is derived
from company taxes (CIT) of K2.56bn. The planned CIT increase of K564m is mainly ascribed to the establishment
of the Large Taxpayers’ Office (LTO). It is noted that the LTO will review compliance of large mineral resource
companies, and the number of concessions will be reviewed.
Also within this category, Mining and Petroleum Tax collections are expected to be K856m, with 50% reported
under Tax Revenue and 50% under other revenue, set aside for the Sovereign Wealth Fund. Rounding out Tax
revenue are expected collections of K119m in Dividend Withholding Tax (DWT), K116m in Interest Withholding
Tax (IWT) and K48m in Royalties and Management Tax.
Indirect taxes are expected to increase by 6.5% to K3.77bn, primarily in the area of goods and services tax as in
previous years. Inland excise duty is also expected to increase by 16% to K923m and is the second largest tax on
goods and services.
While export tax revenue was initially expected to remain relatively flat in the 2018 Budget, the outcome was an
additional K60m in this tax as a result of high log export volumes and the application of a progressive duty rate on
log exports. The 2019 Budget of K405m assumes similar levels as achieved in 2018.
Under Other Revenue, the implementation of the Government’s SOE dividend policy will see 50% of net profit
repatriated to Consolidated Revenue, although dividends for SOEs and statutory authority are only estimated to
be K205m. Dividends are expected mainly from mining, petroleum and gas areas, specifically K800m from Kumul
Petroleum Holdings and K200m from the Ok Tedi mine, together contributing 83% of total dividends.
Key insights

•

An K827m or 8.3% increase in tax revenue is expected in 2019. It is therefore imperative that the LTO functions as intended
and that taxpayer services and taxpayer compliance initiatives are implemented and accelerated.

•

The K500m received from National Fisheries Authority in 2018 was the result of transfers and not “true” dividends, and
therefore the K100m target dividend for 2019 for this sector is realistic.
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Taxation
The 2019 Budget introduces a range of tax measures largely aimed at simplifying and strengthening the system,
curbing abuse and protecting certain domestic industries. Unless otherwise noted the measures mentioned below
apply from 1 January 2019.

Income Tax Measures
New and Immediate Tax Changes
Change in Personal Income Tax Rates
The personal income tax thresholds have been moderately increased for low income earners to address bracket
creep due to inflationary pressures. The proposed change will lead to a tax saving of K710 per annum for resident
taxpayers and of K160 for non-residents earning K20,000.
The revised thresholds for resident individuals are as follows:
Taxable Income

Tax Rate

The part of taxable income that:

%

Does not exceed K12,500

0

exceeds K12,500 but does not exceed K20,000

22

exceeds K20,000 but does not exceed K33,000

30

exceeds K33,000 but does not exceed K70,000

35

exceeds K70,000 but does not exceed K250,000

40

exceeds K250,000

42

The revised thresholds for non-resident individuals are as follows:
Taxable Income

Tax Rate

The part of taxable income that:

%

Does not exceed K20,000

22

exceeds K20,000 but does not exceed K33,000

30

exceeds K33,000 but does not exceed K70,000

35

exceeds K70,000 but does not exceed K250,000

40

exceeds K250,000

42

Carry forward of Losses
Taxpayers in the resource and primary production industries are currently allowed to carry forward losses
indefinitely while other taxpayers can carry forward losses for 20 years. Due to concerns around how taxpayers
could be in business without making a profit for over 20 years, the carry forward periods will be reduced to 20
years for resource and primary production industries and 7 years for all other taxpayers. Treasury have stated that
the 20 year loss period for resource companies is consistent with the 20 year carry forward rule for Allowable
Exploration Expenditure while the 7 year loss period is consistent with the taxpayers’ record keeping requirements.
Change in BIPT Due Date
The tax payment date for Business Income Payments Tax (BIPT) is being changed from the 14th of the following
month to the 21st of the month to align it with most of the other withholding tax due dates. Although this measure
is intended to be effective from 1 January 2019 the current draft of the Bill states the effective date as 1 January
2017, presumably a typographical error.
Removal of Education Expenses Rebate
The education expenses rebate currently provides for a rebate of the lesser of 25% of net education expenses or
K750 per dependant student child. In order to simplify administration this rebate will be removed for expenses
incurred on or after 1 January 2019.
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Payment of Non-resident Insurers Tax
Payers of premiums to non-resident insurers are currently required to lodge an annual corporate income tax
return as agent for the non-resident insurer. The Budget discussion documents state that effective from 1 January
2019 this tax shall be payable on a monthly basis rather than annually (although the 2018 income tax return will
still be due for lodgement in 2019). Payers of premiums to non-resident insurers will be required to lodge a
monthly withholding tax return by the 21st of the following month. However we note that the legislation effecting
these proposed changes is not included within the draft Budget Bill.
Quorum for Approval R&D Claims
Due to a substantial backlog in the number of R&D expenditure claims yet to be assessed, the Budget introduces
a measure to empower the Commissioner General to form the quorum required to determine the R&D claims.
It is hoped this will assist with clearing the backlog of claims.
International Agreements
To facilitate PNG’s membership of global forums the Bill allows for the introduction of the Multilateral Convention
on Tax Treaty Related Measures to Prevent Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (MLI), the Convention on Mutual
Administrative Assistance in Tax Matters (MAC) and any other international tax treaty affecting cooperation and
exchange of information or mutual administrative assistance agreements. Of note is that the Budget commentary
states that the MLI is expected to be signed later this year or early 2019.
The Bill also seeks to strengthen the secrecy provisions by providing that information obtained by PNG from the
competent authority of another country may only be disclosed to the extent permitted under the tax treaty or
mutual administrative assistance agreement.
Offences Relating to IRC Officers
Treasury have expressed concerns regarding alleged fraudulent activities by IRC staff. Despite IRC’s zero tolerance
approach and referral of cases to the police, prosecution under the criminal code has been slow and Treasury have
stated this does not assist the IRC’s anti-corruption message. As a result, the Budget introduces an amendment
which makes it a summary offence to bribe, impersonate, threaten or harass an IRC officer or for an IRC officer
to accept or solicit a bribe or to fail to prevent or report an offence under a tax law.

Technical and Housekeeping Amendments
Country by Country Reporting
The excluded MNE group threshold has been retrospectively amended from 1 January 2017 to amend a
typographical error in the original legislation. The excluded MNE group threshold is amended from K203bn to
K2.3bn to reflect the intended position.
Foreign Contractor Withholding Tax (FCWT)
The 2017 and 2018 Budgets saw the introduction of a number of changes to the FCWT legislation. The 2019
Budget proposes a retrospective amendment effective from 1 January 2017 to correct the language used in Section
196F. The change affirms that foreign contractors are subject to withholding tax at source of their prescribed
contract income and are not entitled to deduct related expenses from any other taxable income they may have.
Accelerated Capital Expenditure
Section 155E has been repealed in full and replaced effective from 1 January 2012 to correct the duplication of
subsection 7 and renumber the subsections.
Removal of DWT credit for Individuals
The 2019 Budget Bill contains a measure to remove Section 219A which provides a DWT credit to individuals in
receipt of dividend income. This is a tidy up measure given DWT became a final tax for individuals as a result of
previous legislative changes.

Goods and Services Tax (GST)
This Budget did not see the introduction of the much rumoured increase in the GST rate. The main and only real
change to GST is on supplies to resource companies.
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Zero Rating Resource Companies
Resource companies are entitled to receive their purchases of goods and services at the zero rate of GST on the
basis they would otherwise consistently be in a GST refund position. Due to perceived administrative complexity
and a concern around abuse by suppliers, supplies to resource companies will cease to be zero rated effective from
1 January 2019. We would expect that this will impact on the GST cash-flow position of resource companies
although Treasury are of the view that this should be alleviated by tax offsets and better management of the tax
refund process through the Large Taxpayer Office. It appears a further amendment may be required to align the
existing reverse charge rules for certain supplies by resource companies with the removal of zero rating GST on
inputs to resource companies.
Technical Amendment
A technical amendment has been made to provide clarity around the reading of the 8 year refund limit.

Customs & Excise Measures
The Government has introduced a number of specific customs and excise measures largely aimed at protecting
certain PNG made products against imported substitutes and cheap illicit products.
Measures to Support Local Businesses
The 2019 Budget sees the introduction of a number of tariff increases aimed at protecting local businesses. These
include customs tariff increases on certain imports including:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Retail flour will increase from 10% to 25% while bulk flour will reduce from 10% to free
Fresh or chilled chicken not cut in pieces will increase from K1.80 to K3.50 per kg
Tuna and skipjack will increase from 10% to 25%
Mackerel to increase from 12.5% to 25%
Milk and cream tariffs to be increased from free to 25%
Wooden furniture tariffs to be increased from 15% to 30%
Shopping bags to be increased from 15% to 25%
Soap and laundry soaps to be increased from 15% to 20%

There is however a reduction to zero for various items including raincoats, swimwear and women’s underwear.
Corrections for 2018 Budget Amendments
A number of amendments retrospectively effective from 1 January 2018 are being introduced to the Customs Tariff
Act to correct unintentional omissions.
Suspension of Tariff Increases on Tobacco and Alcohol
While excise rates applicable to tobacco and alcohol increased by 39.8% and 21.5% respectively since 2012, the
2019 Budget has announced a suspension in the increase in excise tariff rates. Treasury have said this is intended
to protect its revenue base by combating illicit trade and supporting local manufacturing.
The excise rates for alcohol will be maintained at the 1 December 2018 rates and will increase by an indexation
rate of 2.5% (down from 5%) every six months from 1 June 2020.
Meanwhile the excise rates for tobacco will be maintained at the 1 December 2018 rates and will increase by an
indexation rate of 2.5% (down from 5%) every six months from 1 June 2019. In addition a second tier will be
introduced for local tobacco manufacturers whereby the rate will be maintained for one year at the 1 December
2018 rate with no six monthly indexation thereafter. Conditions apply for qualification under the second tier.
Removal of Excise Rates on Certain Luxury Goods
As many goods previously regarded as luxury goods are now basic household items for many Papua New Guineans,
the excise tariffs on the following items are being removed effective from 1 January 2019; perfumes, microwave
ovens, drying machines less than 10kg, video recording apparatus, sound recording apparatus, play boxes, monitors
and projectors, lenses for cameras, projectors or photographic enlargers, binoculars, and articles for funfair, table
or parlour games.
Export Tax on Sea Cucumbers
The Budget also proposes the introduction of an export tax of K15 per kg on sea cucumbers to curb
overharvesting.

Strengthening Revenue Administrating Agencies
One of the objectives of the Medium Term Fiscal Strategy (MTFS) is to strengthen revenue raising agencies to
ensure awareness, compliance and enforcement. Certainly the increased focus on compliance seems to be
8

evidenced by the increase in taxpayer registrations by 27% during 2018 including a 14% increase in company
registrations.
Key reforms aimed at meeting these objectives by the IRC include; establishing a Program Management Office,
operationalising the Large Taxpayers Office over the next two years, procuring a new Integrated Tax
Administration System to replace SIGTAS, developing a broader Compliance Improvement Plan and developing
KPIs. PNG Customs Service will also undertake a number of reforms during 2019 including; strengthening Post
Clearance Audit, rolling out of ASYCUDA world (computerised customs management system), improving customs
clearance and risk assessment of cargo, improving scanning technologies and reviewing cross border mechanisms
to detect smuggling.

Future Policy Direction and Reforms
As part of its MTFS the Government has identified specific policy reform initiatives which it is considering for
implementation during 2020 and thereafter subject to consultation with the relevant stakeholders during 2019.
SME Tax Regime
Treasury are of the view the current tax regime is too complex for small medium enterprises (SMEs) and is more
suited to large businesses who can afford tax agents. SME tax policy and legislation have been developed which
aim to simplify the regime for SMEs and bring more taxpayers into the tax net. The policy’s key features are that
it will apply to businesses with an annual turnover of less than K250,000, simplified accounting rules, combined
GST and SWT payments and quarterly payment dates. There will be a consultation period during 2019 with
stakeholders with a view to implementation during 2020.
Introduction of Capital Gains Tax
There has been some speculation recently as to the timing of the introduction of capital gains tax. It has been
announced that Treasury’s working draft on capital gains tax policy and legislation will be workshopped during
2019 to obtain stakeholder feedback and allow IRC time to firm up their systems. The Budget papers have not
specifically stated whether capital gains tax will be introduced in 2020 but it is one to watch for next year.
Minimum Tax
Treasury have noted that some companies have been operating in PNG for many years despite consistently making
losses and consequently not paying corporate income tax. To combat this, as a temporary solution, Treasury
proposes the introduction of a minimum tax which would be payable by loss making companies. Consultation will
take place during 2019 for consideration of introduction during 2020 or thereafter.
Review of Tax Depreciation Rates
As it has been many years since the tax depreciation rates have been updated, many rates and assets categories
are outdated. A review of the tax depreciation schedule will be carried out by the IRC during 2019 in consultation
with industry for implementation of revised tax depreciation rates in 2020.
Mobile Telecommunications Sector
Government will investigate the introduction of a potential turnover tax on the mobile telecommunications
industry during 2019. Other countries such as Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda, Gabon and Uganda have a tax on cellular
airtime in addition to VAT (GST) and it appears the Government will look to similar regimes as an opportunity to
obtain a further contribution to revenue.
Excise on Sugar Sweetened Beverages
Consumer and industry feedback will be gathered during 2019 for implementation during 2020 of an excise duty
on sugar sweetened beverages such as soft drinks. This measure is aimed at increasing the health of the population
and of contributing to health related programmes.
Key insights

•

There has been a reprieve, for this year at least, from the much speculated GST hike and introduction of capital gains tax. It
does however appear that capital gains tax is on the horizon with consultation with stakeholders proposed for 2019.

•

The rumoured increase in the personal income tax threshold for low income earners has materialised and should result in a tax
saving of K710 per annum and K160 per annum for resident and non-resident taxpayers respectively earning K20,000 per
annum.

•

One theme running through some of the Budget changes is the curbing of perceived abuse, resulting in the restriction of the 20
year time period for the carry forward of losses, the removal of zero rating of supplies to resource companies, the introduction
of a summary offence for the bribing of IRC officers as well as a possible future introduction of a minimum tax on loss making
companies. Another theme is the protection of local businesses which has mainly been done by specific and targeted customs
and excise tariff changes.
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Budget Financing
Financing Requirement
The Government has forecast a net borrowing requirement of almost K1.87bn in 2019, or 2.1% of GDP, which is
consistent with 2018 revised net borrowing of K1.9bn. Net borrowing is projected to decline to K1.4bn in 2021,
or 1.3% of GDP as revenue is forecast to grow as a percentage of GDP. A summary of key metrics is set out below.

Net borrowing (K’m)
% of GDP
Total Government debt (K'm)
% of GDP
Forecast GDP (K'm)
Nominal GDP growth (%)
Real GDP growth (%)

2018S

2019P

2020P

2021P

1,897
2.3%
25,456
30.9%
82,341
6.7%
0.3%

1,867
2.1%
27,524
30.8%
88,672
8.5%
4.0%

1,559
1.6%
28,881
30.3%
95,397
11.0%
3.2%

1,390
1.3%
30,271
29.4%
103,036
10.0%
4.5%

Source: Department of Treasury

Under the Fiscal Responsibility Act, debt to nominal GDP is limited to a range of 30% to 35%. The debt to GDP
ratio is estimated at 30.8% in 2019 and is forecast to decrease to 29.4% in 2021. This estimate is based on
Treasury’s determination of GDP which is higher than the National Statistics Office’s estimate of GDP.

Financing Strategy
Gross Government debt is estimated to increase to K25.5bn in 2018 and to K27.5bn in 2019, as set out below in
the allocation of Government debt.
K (in million)

2018S

% of debt

2019F

% of debt

Domestic
Treasury Bills
Inscribed Stock
Loans
Total

8,235
8,335
0
16,570

32%
33%
0%
65%

7,075
8,762
103
15,940

26%
32%
0%
58%

International
Debt securities
Loans
Total

800
8,086
8,886

3%
32%
35%

1,631
9,953
11,584

6%
36%
42%

25,456

100%

27,524

100%

Combined total
Source: Department of Treasury

The Government has been actively diversifying the debt mix to include debt with longer maturities and increasing
international debt to assist in addressing the foreign currency shortage and provide additional liquidity in the
domestic market. Domestic debt is projected to decline from 65% in 2018 to 58% in 2019 as further offshore funds
are raised.
The Government raised US$940m in 2018 through the issuance of a US$500m sovereign bond (held in the
Sovereign Bond Trust Account) and accessing various budget support loans from the World Bank and ADB. In
2019, Government intends to raise a further US$467m (net of amortisation) through drawings from the Sovereign
Bond Trust Account (US$200m) and various budget support loans. The budget further notes that the Government
is in advanced negotiations with a commercial bank for a further US$300m facility.
The Treasurer reiterated in his budget comments that it is the Government’s intention that the foreign currency
raised through the debt issuance program is to be used to ease foreign exchange shortages. This will provide some
welcome relief to importers and should go some way to address the foreign currency imbalance.
The increase in foreign exchange is expected to create liquidity challenges for the banks. Accordingly, the budget
notes that the Government intends to redeem in excess of K600m of domestic debt to provide additional liquidity
to the banking sector as banks reduce holdings of Government paper to fund the excess demand for foreign
currency.

Key insights
• Changing debt mix towards longer dated debt profile and increased exposure to international funding to reduce
pressure on the domestic debt market and provide much needed foreign currency relief.
• Government to start a local debt redemption program to provide additional liquidity to the banking sector in
10
anticipation of increased demand for foreign exchange.

Expenditure
The following table sets out changes in expenditure by sector from 2017 to 2019.
Expenditure by Sector

2017

2018

2019

7%

6%

8%



20%

21%

25%



Utilities

2%

2%

4%



Economic

3%

5%

5%



Law and Justice

8%

7%

8%

-

Education

9%

9%

9%

-

Health

9%

10%

10%

-

10%

13%

12%

-

2%

1%

1%

-

30%

27%

19%



Transport
Administration

Debt Service
Community and Culture
Provinces

Trend

Source: Department of Treasury

Analysis of key expenditure items are set out on the following pages.

Key insights

• The Provincial expenditure allocation has declined however this reflects the SIPs being reallocated
to Administration.

• In general, expenditure by sector remains broadly consistent excluding the above.
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Infrastructure Expenditure
The 2019 Budget noted that the capital budget has been increased significantly to reinforce Government’s intention
of effectively implementing the Medium Term Development Plan III in 2019 and set a good foundation for the delivery
of capital investments over the next three years.

•

This increase should also be seen in the context of the significant cut in 2017 necessitated to maintain the fiscal
deficit and the resulting impediment on economic growth.

The 2019 capital budget is focused on investing in high impact projects to broaden the economic base for internal
revenue generation in a more sustainable manner, as well as ensure adequate funding for key MTDP III priorities.
K (in million)

2018R

2019F

Change

3,025
594
1,025
4,644

3,737
817
943
5,497

23.5%
37.5%
-8.0%
18.4%

Government direct funding
Loans
Grants
Total
Source: Department of Treasury

Government direct funding of K3.7bn is inclusive of PIP and SIP funding. It is also understood that the Government
intends to strengthen the vetting process for capital projects to improve financial and economic returns. We expect
this will require investment in additional departmental resources.
The Government continues to seek assistance from its development partners in delivering infrastructure, examples
include the ADB funded Highlands Highway rehabilitation program and the Australian Government funded submarine
cable.
Key Government focus areas are Economic, Transport and Utilities.

Economic
In line with the Government’s ongoing focus on developing the agricultural and tourism sectors, the Government has
allocated K742m, up from K641m in 2018, to economic development projects, including:

•
•
•
•
•

National Development Bank funding to support SME’s – K100m
Establishment of a new State land acquisition program to acquire customary land – K20m
Ongoing SME funding for agriculture and non-agriculture projects – K70m
Regional cocoa nurseries program – K10m
Strategic Defence against coffee berry borer – K10m

Treasury and National Planning continues to reiterate Government’s objective of engaging with the private sector
and donor organisations to develop key areas of the economy including agriculture (rice, grains, dairy and meat),
infrastructure and tourism.
It is pleasing to note that, in line with the Government’s focus on tourism, excise duty has been reduced on binoculars
allowing for an improved sightseeing experience.

Transport
Transport infrastructure remains a significant challenge to PNG. Improving the air, road and maritime transport
infrastructure is fundamental to establishing an investment platform as a basis for sustainable economic growth and
allow for the effective flow of goods and other services across the country.
Transport has been allocated K996m in 2019 for capital projects. Key projects include:

•
•
•
•

Highlands Highway rehabilitation – K130m
Nadzab Airport Terminal Upgrade – K75m
Provincial Airport Redevelopment Program – K90m
Development of 5 new highways – K32m
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Utilities
The Government has allocated capital funding for utilities of K585m. The focus remains on affordable electricity
supply, clean and safe drinking water and improved internet services. Key projects include:

•
•

Water, sanitation and hygiene (WaSH) program – K50m
Rural Electrification Improvement Program – K30m

In addition, a number of key projects are being funded by development partners such as the K199m Coral Seas
submarine cable due to be completed at the end of 2019. This is expected to bring significant price reductions and
connectivity improvements.

Key insights
• The 2019 Budget projects an 18.4% increase in infrastructure spending. Provided Government can
successfully deliver on this capital budget, it should provide some much welcomed economic stimulus to
regional areas.
• Government continues to drive the agriculture and import substitution narrative and has further adjust
tariffs in support of local production. This, in conjunction with an increased capital budget, should create a
number of new business opportunities across the country.
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Social Development and Provincial Expenditure
Health
Health expenditure has been set at K1.6bn in 2019 which is an increase of 3.1% from the 2018 Supplementary Budget.
The total health budget includes K1.1bn for operational costs and K457m for capital expenditure. Of the operational
costs, K250m has been allocated for medical supplies procurement and distribution.
The key focus for the Government is improving childhood development, prevention of HIV, TB and measles and
improved immunisation. The National Planning Minister expressed the Government’s desire to have a hospital in every
district across the country. This will require significant investment in buildings as well as staffing resources over
medium to long term.
Key health activities for 2019 include the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Development of District Hospitals – K100m
Establishment of new provincial hospitals – K55m
Community Health Posts – K8m
Investment in the ANGAU and PMGH Cancer and Heart Units – K10m
Rural Primary Health Sector Delivery Program (funded jointly with ADB) – K8.2m
Polio Immunization program – K10m
Continued investment in Drug Resistant TB and HIVAIDS prevention programs – K12m

The Treasurer noted in his budget speech that an additional 1,458 health workers were employed in 2018 to deliver
frontline services.

Education
Education expenditure has been set at K1.4bn in 2019 which is an increase of 8.5% from the 2018 Supplementary
Budget. The total education budget includes an operational component of K1.1bn and a capital component of K311m.
Key education activities for 2019 include the following:

•

Subsidies paid to support key Government policies including the Tuition Fee Free policy have been increased from
K602m to K617m

•
•
•
•
•
•

Funding to rehabilitate the Schools of Excellence in each region (4 national high schools) – K10m
Upgrading of Nursing, Technical and Business, Polytechnical and Teachers Colleges – K50m
Investment to improve secondary school infrastructure – K28m
Investment to improve university infrastructure – K65m
Funding for post technical educational programs – K20m
Ongoing investment in curriculum development – K10m

In general, the Government indicated that it needs to invest in new infrastructure and teachers to increase capacity.
An additional 1,681 teachers were employed in 2018.

Provincial
Provincial expenditure has been set at K3.1bn and now accounts for 19.0% of overall budgeted expenditure. Funding
for SIPs (PSIP and DSIP) of K1.1bn has been reallocated under DIRD’s budget (administration budget).
Of the 2019 budget, K2.9bn is allocated to operational costs of which K1.7bn is allocated to salaries and wages for
public servants and teachers with the remainder allocated to goods and services.
The K1.1bn capital expenditure (included in the administration budget) funds the Provincial Services Improvement
program (PSIP), District Services Improvement Plan (DSIP), the Ward Services Improvement Plan (WSIP) and other
local level Government grants. These allocations remains unchanged in 2019.
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